Stuart Highway/Tulagi Road Intersection
Night Works

Night works to lay asphalt through the Stuart Highway and Tulagi Road intersection will take place at the following times:

- Friday 6 December 8pm to 5am Saturday 7 December
- Sunday 8 December 8pm to 5am Monday 9 December
- Monday 9 December 8pm to 5am Tuesday 10 December

Motorists are advised to adhere to all traffic management which will include temporary lane closures. Alternative access arrangements will be in place, including the use of detours for short term closures. Traffic will be slowed to 40 km/hr during the works.

Refer to the illustrations below showing areas of work, permitted vehicle movements and alternative access arrangements.

For further information please call 1800 560 308 or email Tulagi.upgrades@nt.gov.au
Friday 6 December 8pm to 5am Saturday 7 December

Works will commence at 8pm.

From **12am (midnight) to 5am on Saturday 7 December 2019** road users are advised that the following traffic movements will be unavailable:

- No right-turn off Stuart Highway inbound lanes into Tulagi Road
- No right turn from Tulagi Road onto Stuart Highway inbound
- No left turn from Stuart Highway outbound lanes into Tulagi Road
- No left turn from Tulagi Road onto Stuart Highway outbound

Figure 1 – Night works on Friday Night 6 December 8pm to 5am Saturday 7 December
Sunday 8 December 8pm to 5am Monday 9 December

Works will commence at 8pm.

From **12am (midnight) to 5am on Monday 9 December 2019** road users are advised that the following traffic movements will be unavailable:

- No left turn from Stuart Highway outbound lanes into Tulagi Road
- No left turn from Tulagi Road onto Stuart Highway outbound

Figure 2 – Night works on Sunday Night 8 December 8pm to 5am Monday 9 December
Monday 9 December 8pm to 5am Tuesday 10 December

During works on the night of Monday 9 December and the morning of Tuesday 10 December 2019, the intersection will be fully operational catering for all vehicle turning and through lane movements.

Traffic will be required to move between lanes as the work zones change between lanes during the nightshift.

Figure 3 – Night works on Monday Night 9 December 8pm to 5am Tuesday 10 December